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Quotations of the Month
Poetry is the music of being
human.
— Carol Ann Duffy
People in power don’t understand
poetry. So, the witty poem is the
last weapon we have left to
puncture power.
—Jack Ross

I’m not sure what our neighbours thought when they noticed the
highchairs, breakfast-bar stools, children’s chairs, garden chairs and rocking
chairs all being transferred from my car to our house during a three-week
period in autumn last year.
They were used to seeing boxes of books being carried up our path and
left at the front door, and Lilliput Libraries coming and going, Poems in the
Waiting Room cards arriving in cartons and leaving in a car laden with NZ
Post trays, couriers dropping off large packaged artworks — but chairs? This

was ridiculous! They were probably wondering,
What was she up to?
Well, she was preparing for Love Waltz with
Fireworks, the 2017 Poems in the Waiting Room
CHAIRity auction.
We’ve held several PoARTry fundraisers over the
years, usually following the pattern of inviting artists
to choose one poem from a selection that has
appeared in our Poems in the Waiting Room poetry
cards. Their brief has always been to create jewellery,
paintings, pottery, clothing, sculpture, any art, as a
response to their chosen poem.
The resulting artworks are then sold, with our
charity receiving a 30% commission on all sales. To
accompany each exhibition, we’ve also held poetry
readings and performances, “Questions and Artists”
sessions, and bookmaking workshops with Dunedin
printmaker and visual artist Lynn Taylor.
This year, we experimented with a variation on
our theme. Each artist was provided with nine poems
and a selection of secondhand wooden chairs, with a
new brief: to choose a poem and a chair, using the
chair as a canvas when responding to the poem. The
title, “Love Waltz with Fireworks”, was taken from
Kelli Russell Agodon’s work, and is one of the
poems we offered to the artists.
We always emphasise the FUN in fundraising,
and this year was exceptional in that sense! Chairs
were reskinned in a variety of ways, from using
vintage woollen blankets and then taken apart; to
being encased in rubber bands; turned into cranes
(bird version); adorned with papier-mâché
extraordinaire chooks; masked and transformed into a
micro vegetable garden!

leader of the Waitati Militia, a community board
member, a busy mum, a marriage celebrant and an
MC. She was once a ringmaster for Ridgway’s
Family Circus, so the word shy wasn’t in her vocab.
She cajoled and coerced, stirred, admonished, and
flattered her way through the afternoon. It was more
of a performance than an auction!
Within two hours, we had sold 35 chairs.
As for the poems, Fiona Farrell’s “Penguins” and
Claire Orchard’s “Paper wings”, were both popular.
These were selected by six artists. Harvey McQueen,
Jan Hutchison, Claire Beynon, Edward Thomas,
Barbara Crooker, and Kelli Russell Agodon were the
other poets whose poems inspired our artists.
All the chairs can be seen on our blog
waitingroompoems.wordpress.com or on our
lovewaltzwithfireworks Facebook page.
Did you know the PitWR poetry competition is an
annual event, which closes on February 28th? Poems
in the Waiting Room doesn’t seek submissions for its
seasonal poetry cards, so our annual poetry
competition is where we pick up a number of poems
for future editions.
The first three place-getters receive a monetary
award, as well as inclusion in our winter edition. All
other entries are considered and poets notified if we
would like to use their work. Check out the entry
conditions at waitingroompoems.wordpress.com

These collaborative events are such a gift to the
Poems in the Waiting Room team, as well as the
artists. We’ve made great friends and enjoyed the
privilege of being allowed access to the artists’
world. All the artists agree that the challenge has
extended their practice, and they are also surprised at
their enjoyment working with a poem.
Several of the artists have taken part in all of our
previous exhibitions. Some, who originally
volunteered to paint our Lilliput Libraries, we’ve
coerced to join our exhibition, while others had heard
about our annual event and asked to be included.
We also held a children’s art class at Resene
during the school holidays — three cheers for artists!
— as a small sculpture and drawing project with their
Art Department.

So, if you’re stuck in the doctor’s waiting room,
surrounded by sick, crying babies, tired children,
clock-watching adults, and out-of-date magazines,
please have a look around for one of our poetry
cards. They’re A4, triple-folded, brightly-coloured
cards just begging to be read!

The chairs were on display at Resene, our
sponsor, for a fortnight before being auctioned there.
Auctioneer Mandy Mayhem Bullock, who had
dressed as a pirate, and her assistant, Sharon, were
fabulous. Mandy is a Lilliput Library guardian, the

Pick one up and take yourself off into another
world — plus, you’re welcome to take the card
home. And if there’s none in sight, please ask the
receptionist if they wouldn’t mind stocking them —
they’re free.
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From the Editor
by Ivy Alvarez
Welcome to new members of NZPS and a warm
kia ora to our loyal membership!
Doesn’t the year 2018 seem to shine with the
optimism of a fresh start? It already brings much
good news. Please join me in extending warm
congratulations to fellow NZPS member Paula Harris
for her Lilian Ida Smith Award!
Congratulations also to intern editor Jessie Puru
for publishing her poem “Matariki” with Poetry
(US)! Jessie’s work with a fine line continually
bolsters our magazine’s accomplishments. For this
edition and the forthcoming May edition, she will be
responsible for both the magazine’s layout, and its
Reviews column. Interested in reviewing? Drop her a
note at reviews@poetrysociety.org.nz
Thanks to 2017 survey suggestions from NZPS
members, we are continuing to implement changes to
a fine line. Katharine Allard and E Wen Wong have
been hard at work behind-the-scenes on its design —
and this edition may be the best-looking one yet.
On another note, I admit Anna Hudson’s recent
departure from the Committee to fulfil work and
personal obligations created much turmoil in me —
we’ve been working together since my July 2016
appointment as editor. Consequentially, the
December 2017 edition is not as error-free as I might
have wished, and I mistakenly omitted Vaughan
Rapatahana’s bio note. Vaughan’s contributions to a
fine line are consistently of a high standard and his
review in this edition is no exception.
Please note we urgently need members for the
NZPS Committee — especially if you live in
Wellington. Your presence, energy, and ideas are
crucial to the Society’s future! Details from
Katharine Allard at info@poetrysociety.org.nz
Do you have a new poetry collection released last
year or launching in 2018? Share and celebrate your
work in the Members’ Books column. Email details,
a cover image, and a brief description to
editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
The theme for the May edition is FAMILY. I
would love to receive your poetry-related articles,
letters, reviews, regional reports and, from our
members, up to four poems (40 lines max), sent by
10 April 2018 to editor@poetrysociety.org.nz
Congratulations to our Instagram competition
winner Andrew M. Bell, whose poem and picture
appears in the magazine! Follow us on
@nzpoetrysociety, enter your poem and picture by
the deadline above, and you could be next.

For this edition, Ruth Arnison considers what
happens when poetry and art collaborate for charity,
while Gail Ingram takes the temperature of NZ’s
poetry climate, as part of her work editing the 2017
NZPS anthology.
You may be pleasantly surprised by the deftness
with which our Members’ Poems have engaged with
the theme of chairs for this February edition. I
commend the poets. Happy reading, everyone!

About Our Contributors
Ruth Arnison’s poems have been published
widely. She’s the editor of Poems in the Waiting
Room (NZ), and the founder of Lilliput Libraries. Her
latest project is Poems on Steps.
Barbara Bailey is an Auckland writer and
painter. Her writing and painting are intrinsically
linked, sharing expressive elements that connect
human-being perceptions, emotions and experiences.
Barbara exhibits paintings throughout New Zealand
and overseas, and has published poems, travel
articles, fashion pieces and product descriptions.
Andrew M. Bell lives in Christchurch. Recent
publications are “Green Gecko Dreaming” and
“Clawed Rains”. His work has been published or
broadcast in Aotearoa, Australia, England, Israel, and
the USA.
Stella Carruthers is a writer, textile artist and
lifelong Wellingtonian. She is currently studying
library and information studies and has a B.A. in Art
History from Victoria University of Wellington.
Anne Curran is a Hamiltonian who loves to
write poetry when time and inspiration allows. She is
grateful for the mentoring of editors, and for the
encouragement of family and friends.
Bevan Greenslade lives in Wellington.
Paula Harris is a Palmerston North-based poet
and recipient of the NZ Society of Authors’ 2017
Lilian Ida Smith Award. When she’s not rolling
around in all that crazy poetry cash, she sleeps a lot,
because that’s what depression makes you do.
Tarns Hood is a Wellington-based performance
poet, who placed 2nd in the 2017 NZ National Poetry
Slam. Her style of raw, rhythmic truth within rhymed
verse is self-reflective & brutally observant.
Gail Ingram is a poet, writer, editor and creativewriting teacher. Her fiction and poetry is widely
published. As well as editing the NZ Poetry Society
anthology, after the cyclone, she is Associate Editor
at Flash Frontier. You can find out more at
www.theseventhletter.nz
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Benita H. Kape lives in Gisborne. Her poems
have appeared online in NZEPC OBAN 06,
FUGACITY 05 and, most recently, in Manifesto
Aotearoa: 101 Political Poems.
Vaughan Rapatahana continues to write and be
published widely across several genre and to live
across three countries. He has a Ph.D in existential
philosophy from University of Auckland. ternion
(erbacce-press, Liverpool) is his latest poetry
collection.
Brett Reid is a New Zealander currently living in
Ireland. He has come to poetry (or it has come to
him) relatively recently. He hopes to remain on good
terms.
Jeremy Roberts is a resident of Napier, New
Zealand, where he MC’s at Napier Live Poets. He
has performed and recorded poems with musicians in
NZ, Texas, Saigon, and Jakarta. His collected works,
Cards on the Table, was published by IP in 2015.
soundcloud.com/jeremy-n-roberts
David Taylor teaches English at Northcote
College. He has been a Woolf Fisher Fellow and
Fulbright Distinguished Teacher. He has published
poetry, reviews, opinion pieces, and academic
articles.
Mercedes Webb-Pullman: IIML Victoria MA in
Creative Writing 2011. Published in Turbine, 4th
Floor, Swamp, Scum, Reconfigurations, Otoliths, and
Main Street Rag, among others. She lives in
Paraparaumu Beach.

Feature Article
On editing the 2017 NZPS anthology
after the cyclone
by Gail Ingram
At the beginning of August, a pile of poems,
around two hand-spans high, arrived in the post. My
job: to select around 100 of the 1285 poems entered
in the annual NZPS competition, and lay them out in
an 124-page anthology, all ready for printing, by
October’s end.
There are four sections – Adult Open, Junior
Open, Adult Haiku and Junior Haiku – and the four
judges had already chosen the winners from each
section for inclusion in the anthology.
Yes, Probably, Possibly, No
I spent about four days reading the Adult Open
section, sorting poems into piles of Yes, Probably,
Possibly and No — I got this idea from Canterbury’s
father of poetry, James Norcliffe.
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The largest piles were the middle two. At times, I
would get a string of what seemed to be poorlywritten, clichéd or old-fashioned rhyming poems, and
I’d wonder if I had been judging too harshly, but then
I’d have an ‘oh-oh’ or a laugh-out-loud moment —
so I kept on.
It was my first time editing alone. The downside
of this was I couldn’t bounce my choices against
someone else. The upside of course was that I could
put my own stamp on the anthology.
After the strange first hours of doubt, I got into a
rhythm, a more instinctive style than the analytical
up-close style I ordinarily use for poetry reading. I
tuned into the feeling of the piece, noticing
techniques if they leapt out either to help or hinder.
I judged blind but, as a member of the poetry
community, I recognised a small number of poems. I
selected most of them. They were good poems,
though I was aware I might have been influenced
precisely because I had seen them before, and also
because I knew the poets were well-respected. I
suspect this latter bias cannot be helped, though, like
other editors in this situation, I trusted in my intent
not to choose a poem if I didn’t think it up to scratch.
On the flip side, it was a thrill to discover later
that I had selected other poets I knew along with
those to be published for the first time. Also, I felt
assured that any familiarity bias might have been
flattened out along the way, since I read almost every
poem at least three times by the end of the process. I
used this same process of sorting for each of the other
three sections. As you would expect, reading the
haiku and senryu was much quicker.
How many gems?
The next step I took was to work out exactly how
many poems I could include. I decided to base this on
the percentage of entries for each section. Thus, the
section that would make up the largest portion of the
book would be the Adult Open, since there was a far
greater number of poems entered in this section — a
little under half of the total.
This was where the re-reading of poems came in. I
went through all piles again to check I hadn’t missed
any gems. Of course, one woman’s gem is another
woman’s gravel.
I wanted the poems I chose to connect or resonate
with the heart, all through the cunning and craft of
the poet. I wanted there to be an awareness of
language as a tool, for it to rise above mere
description. I also wanted the poet to treat everyday
or common subjects with an original or surprising
arrangement of vocabulary, lines or form, or
alternatively, to capture new subjects.
The poems in the ‘No’ pile didn’t do this. Some
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might force words into unnatural order to fit the
rhyme scheme, for example, or a haiku might
describe an interesting action, but without the
necessary break in meaning to give the reader pause
to reflect.
Chaos to order
Finally, I had the poems I wanted. Laurice Gilbert
— the real gem of the whole process, my NZPS go-to
when I had any questions — emailed to ask for the
title of the new anthology. This was traditionally
chosen from a phrase in one of the prize-winning
poems. I’d been playing with a couple of ideas but
kept coming back to the title that won the Adult
Open, “After the cyclone” by Alexandra Fraser.
Cyclones and global warming were in the news,
plus Alexandra’s poem was brilliant, capturing, I felt,
the zeitgeist of these turbulent times. Having a title
helped me to sort the poems into the order they
would come in the book.
The first poems were chosen quite mechanically
through their place-getting in the competitions. Still,
I placed poems together that complemented each
other by topic, tone, or feeling, when I could, a
process I’d practiced in one of Joanna Preston’s
outstanding workshops. After that, I laid out all my
selections on the lounge floor, choosing the first and
last poems of each section to hook into the titletheme, after the cyclone. Then, I slotted each poem
into its designated page.

2) I also got a sense of what it was that might
distinguish this group of mainly NZ poets from
others. You cared a lot about our landscape, the sea,
our genealogy. Your observations were often wry or
humorous. Amongst the Open section, there was a
sense that you are older, concerned with personal
histories, but also outward-looking with the world,
and concerned for the people in it.
3) The last thing that stood out (unrelated to the
first two) was that the Junior section seemed undersubscribed, with the selections seeming to come from
a handful of schools. Teachers sometimes set the
class the same task, which potentially eliminated
poems that were too closely related by form or
content. This means there is a huge potential for
younger writers next year to get out there, enter, and
be noticed!

Final details
The last month of the process, I spent mailing the
poets to give them the good news, formatting the
poems, sending the poets their proofs for checking,
and finally sending the PDF to Laurice and my
daughter, Rata Ingram (who also designed the cover)
for proofreading.

I would like to say thank you, NZPS, for this
awesome opportunity. I’m back next August, so I
look forward to reading your gems.

There were many little mistakes, but Laurice
assured me this was normal. Two days before the
final print, Rata spotted one of the poets’ names
spelled as ‘Cathering’. Man, I’m really glad we got
that one!

Born to a Red-Headed Woman.
Kay McKenzie Cooke

Reviews

(Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2014).
ISBN 9781877578878. RRP $25. Paperback. 72 pp.
Reviewed by Vaughan Rapatahana

Observations
Three things I learned:
1) At some point during those first few days, I
realized what a huge privilege it was to be able to see
what preoccupied a relatively large group of
individuals from this land and in this time – and not
just any individuals, but poets – people who, through
the act of writing poetry, must observe, reflect and
care enough about the world to write it down.

I confess to not knowing of Kay McKenzie Cooke
prior to reading for this review, which is a pity as I
have enjoyed this collection and feel that Cooke is an
excellent poet.
I also apologise for reviewing a book published in
2014, four years later: ‘them’s the breaks’ when one
is a reviewer. Still, to wax inexorably clichéd, better
late than never, eh. The poems here are standalone
fine, regardless of vintage.
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Cooke traces her own life, from grandchild to
grandparent, primarily in the rural and small-town
South Island of Aotearoa New Zealand: a white
middle-class upbringing and focus permeating the
work. A work divided along an autobiographical time
continuum, across five clear-cut life stages and
measured accordingly into five separate sections
titled, born to a red-headed woman; empty-handed
dances; by the time the train reached Knapdale;
white car days; life’s work.

ingredients everywhere. We read of her father’s death
at a young age; her adopted-out daughter reconciling
later in their disparate lives; her own children flung
far, foreign and often asunder, the mokopuna who
‘looks at me ‘with composure’’ (from “sweet bird of
time”, p.70). The key quote for me is this:

‘You could say that this book is all about time; its
capricious brutalities and its saving graces,’ states
Cooke, in the accompanying publisher media release.
Indeed.

The book is a stream headed toward the sea.

Cooke’s tone throughout remains resiliently real,
humble without hubris, unpretentious, unassuming,
catholic and above all honest.
Our garden is scruffy,
our tastes low-key. We prefer
to spend nights in
rent a dvd, light the fire,
eat chocolate.
(from “can’t you see”, p.69)

Candour caresses each and every page. Take for
example,
Because I came from a town school,

Except it’s not a story, it’s our life
still unwinding…
(from “I’ll be your mirror”, p.57)

More, Cooke has framed her life passages and
significant events via musical titles ranging from
1953 to 2010. ‘To name each poem I have used the
title of a song or a line from a song. In most cases the
song chosen is from the year or era in which the
poem is set, although sometimes it has been chosen
for its relevance to the theme or other content of the
poem,’ she notes in a rather comprehensive listing of
the over 60 song titles at the rear of the collection. A
novel approach to poetry.
At times also, there is a potent spill-over from a
designated song title, into the actual chanson
embedded into the body of a poem itself. So we scan,
Released the year and month my father died,
‘Wichita Lineman’ can still bring me the valley
where we lived,
still bring me grief, the sound

my new friend with the red ribbon in her hair
thought I’d know things she didn’t,

of wind through wire, the loneliness

like the meaning of the word ‘Fuck’.

of country verges; but does not bring

(from “I’m in pieces”, p.22)

my father back. You can ask

Cooke also escapes mundanity, because she
populates her verse with occasional philosophical
nuances,
with
metaphysical
musings
and
meanderings. Such as,
and not knowing then
how amazed the future already was;
how intricate,
how impossible to undo.
(from “welcome to the human race”, p.49)

&
…We are all viewing
new ways of seeing; through blue –
tinted goggles, through dull portholes,
into a world held together by its own weight.
(from “subterranean homesick alien”, p.62)

Above all else, however, it is her whānau that is of
prime importance to this poet — birth, death and loss
and proximal familial reciprocities are intrinsic
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too much of a song.
(from “singing in the wire”, p.32)

I note a further interesting technique at play here.
Several times within a section, there is an abrupt
change in narrative — sundered from what the poet
delineated and depicted immediately before — it
sometimes takes a moment or two for the reader to
reconnect to the flow. For example, we take in the
innocent student-poet encountering experienced men
and then we intake sharply when the very next stanza
smites,
My mother made me tell Nan too
And there we were, all three of us,
four if you count the baby,
(from “rock me on the water”, p.42)

Cooke can write well and has incorporated several
striking images throughout. A few examples of her
poetic craft follow.
Spread-eagled
my fingers are a cowled row
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of Virgin Marys.

Flow. Airini Beautrais

(from “when the moon is on the run”, p.15)

(Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2017).

&

ISBN 9781776561148. RRP $30. Paperback. 181 pp.
Reviewed by Jeremy Roberts

…as they dived deep into the murk
of metaphor for loss and fear
shut tight in pink, clam-minds.
(from “sweet dreams are made of this”, p.50)

&
in its usual bike rack.
a donkey in a stable
of mountain-bike thoroughbreds,
a tin fork in a silver cutlery canteen
(from “you see me”, p.53)

Then, there are a couple of characters that recur
over and over again — namely the rain, which often
sprinkles and showers the poems, yet never dampens
their overall élan and which reminds me of just how
damp and penetratingly wet the bottom of Te
Waipounamu (the South Island) can be. The other is
the gaunt monkey-puzzle tree, which Cooke paints
as, ‘geometrical and black’ (from “in a young girl’s
heart”, p.23) and which lurches and lingers
intermittently through her life, her loved ones’ lives,
the panoramic generational photodrama that is Born
to a Red-Headed Woman.
As a final flourish, the first set-alone poem, “a
country girl again”, is living below. It is a firm
marker of just how concise, clear and competent a
craftswoman Cooke is.
The black-and-white photo goes back
to ’67. Taken around Christmas. Perhaps a
Sunday
drive out from Gore. A bit of breeze parts Nana’s
perm,
her own steady caution holding down hands
that shine below the folded-back cuffs
of her bri-nylon cardigan.
Grandad’s road-worker hands lie relaxed
over the roof of the car, taking ownership
of its dim-blue. Both of them
caught by me at fourteen, when I press
the slow shutter of my Brownie box camera
with a pronounced click. Just a moment ago.
(p.9)

A fine book. Recommended.

In the dedication for Flow, author Airini Beautrais
recaps how the Whanganui River was granted legal
personhood by the Te Awa Tupua Bill in March
2017. It is, of course, a natural reaction to think of the
Māori connection and moral rights when considering
the famous river in most contexts. She states: ‘…the
significance of the relationships between Whanganui
iwi and the river cannot be adequately addressed by a
Pakeha writer’, thereby addressing this potential
issue. It is worth noting that six generations of her
family have experienced living in the region.
Almost all the poems are set on a timeline, from
colonial days onwards. In fact, some Māori voices
are heard and presences felt, but it always feels
convincing — especially since there is usually a
historic truth or known story underlying the poem
involved. The geology and sociology of the region
are both used in historical and contemporary
contexts. Beautrais places a Whanganui proverb at
the very start of the book: ‘Where there is a body of
water, people settle / and where people settle, legends
unfold’.
Flow is divided into three sections — Catchment,
A Body of Water, and The Moving Sand. There are
maps provided for each of the three sections.
The poems in Catchment all have Māori place
names and dates attached, from the mid-19th century
to the present day. The provided map illustrates the
catchment area for the river. In “Plotlines –
Waimarino, 2013”, Beautrais declares, ‘The greatest
stories of all time are geological’. You only need to
think of climate change to know that humanity is
indeed playing second fiddle on planet Earth.
“Clear Away – Ōrākau, 1864” personifies the
landscape, and their voices tell a story of colonial
warfare. For example: ‘Orchard: They carved their
bullets from my wood’; ‘Field: With every booming
shell, I shook’; ‘Palisade: Surrounded, Rewi ordered:
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‘Fire!’; and ‘Fern: Some of the wounded, women.
They were bayonetted where they lay’. This is an
effective, simple method of getting inside history,
playing with the idea that the landscape is alive, with
a stake in human activity.
One striking feature of the collection is the use of
rhyme, which helps to make many poems very
accessible. They would be a wonderful resource for
school children to learn about NZ history. For those
in the poetry community who tend to look down at
the use of rhyme — and I know there are some —
this collection is a timely rebuttal to that hang-up. I
like the way history’s narrative can be ‘locked-in’
with use of rhyme. Like songs. The final stanza in
“Clear Away” reads:
Pūniu River:
The living swam and found a track.
The Pakeha were falling back.
South of here they journeyed on.
Clear away. Then they were gone.

In “Pigs, Potatoes – Te Kumi, 1883”, two worried
Government railway surveyors have been captured
by a tribe who oppose the railway (‘They name two
pigs for us, to kill, and cook, / and feast upon’). They
are rescued by the famous and controversial Māori
leader Te Kooti: ‘‘It is I, it is I, my children,’ comes
his voice. / It is Te Kooti. All of us rejoice’. This is
an intriguing scene, a rich blend of history and
invention, that makes you want to learn more.
In “Roads – Central Plateau, 2013”, Beautrais
describes her own researching road trip in thirteen
stanzas: ‘I want to find the Whanganui intake…
looking for Rene Beautrais I, and Elizabeth. How we
link to France and Ireland… I find the grave, scratch
lichen from the headstone’. It (justifiably) shows the
reader she has genuine roots in this river-region, and
that she also conducted research in the physical
world.
“Tree-oh! – Kākahi, 1914” tackles the industry of
logging, but not as a criticism. It is a trade — a
working life. The call of ‘tree-oh!’ rings out, as the
whistle-boy, the bushmen, the hauler, the brakey, and
the saw doctor all go about their noisy work.
‘There’ll be a strange peace settles here / with all the
bushmen gone’. It’s refreshing to see this nonjudgemental perspective from a contemporary New
Zealand author, instead of politically correct handwringing.
A relationship-triangle gone bad in Bulltown is
the focus in “Only Dancing – Kākahi, 1916”. The
dangers of flirtation and rumours lead to jealousy on
the part of a husband and ultimately, murderous
revenge: ‘Pea-rifle pressed against her head, / you
fired. Then one by one, / you went to each of your six
kids / and beat them with the gun’. Possibly based on
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real events, it is a narrative snapshot of domestic
violence one hundred years ago.
In “What sport to-night? – Ōngarue, 1953”,
Beautrais has fun creating a fifties rugby club’s
fundraising evening, with an Antony and Cleopatra
pantomime for entertainment. A young man in drag
is playing Cleopatra: ‘My borrowed lipstick has a
stale fat scent… I hear a call, / ‘Where’s Cleopatty?’
…I stub the butt, adjust / my padded bra. I could get
used to this’.
“This’ll do me – Ōngarue, 1962” is an account of
stealing, given by career thief, prison-escapee and
folk hero George Wilder: ‘Keys are often kept in
trouser pockets, / and this is where I find them… The
master’s key, / hello, hello, fits nicely in the safe’. He
hears the police bullets ‘whizz and ping off panel and
roof’ and loves to hear Howard Morrison sing
‘George, The Wild(er) N.Z. Boy’. Beautrais has paid
tribute to this genuine nugget of Kiwiana in a
delightful way.
“Treetops – Pureora, 1978” offers a first-person
account of a dramatic protest against the clearing of a
forest, which involves the protesters climbing high up
into a canopy. The entire poem (twelve four-line
stanzas) reads like a series of direct quotes from one
of the participants, like answers to a reporter’s
questions: ‘I knew what we would have to do… went
and got a camping permit. There was not / one law
being broken… We’d climbed a lot of trees as boys, /
but never ones as big as these’. Poetry-journalism.
In the second section, Body of Water, the undated
poems have a mostly contemporary feel, and, as the
map indicates, focus on areas close to the river, and
the river itself.
“Puanga” is a lovely observation of a primary
school classroom where young students lead the
learning. The opening couplet reads, ‘The children
are making the river. / They have sand and pumice.
They have ferns’. There are Maori games: ‘…the
swish of piupiu, / tread of feet, / pat of plastic poi’,
and the children are learning about the stars: ‘Puanga
is the star / we look for in the new year’. Beautrais
has made a beautiful collage of sensual learning
experiences: ‘The children …are weaving stars …the
smell of damp air / the smell of burning sugar’.
The title poem “Flow” is a chant that uses geology
terms and associated actions involved in the
movement of water, from the mountain to the sea.
Humanity is also woven into the lines. Water flows
‘to the stone, to the hill, to the heap, to the seep…to
the bush…to the bend…to the surge, to the flood…to
the town…to the swell, to the ebb, to the well, to the
sea’. There are ninety-one words used in this simple
framework, spread over six stanzas. It is a powerful,
moving construction — one that demands to be read
aloud.
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Beautrais has not ignored animals in her
consideration of the region. “Whio – Blue duck /
Hymenolaimus malacorhyncho” is a short description
built around her observation of sound, colour and
knowledge of conservation: ‘The low guttural groan,
/ the whistle… They wear / a monetary hue. / Hard to
come by, that blue’. She is referring to the ten-dollar
note, of course, and the fact that these ducks
currently face extinction. Like many poems in this
book, this one transcends the regional setting.
“Trout – Oncorhynchus mykiss / Salmo trutta”
has a stand-alone typography, with zig-zagging
broken lines telling the journey of trout from birth, all
the way to the fisherman’s hook. The fisherman calls:
‘Come, fish, break from your hollow / Be rosemoled, be of sufficient weight / to meet your fate / on
the thin line you follow’ — something to sing while
you wait for a bite.
Now for some famous missionaries. Reverend
Taylor, Bishop Selwyn, and Father Lampila are the
subjects of “Fire”, a long poem with a considered
layout. This is indeed a historical poem, including
details about their work in Aotearoa, interactions
with Māori and each other, and relationship to the
landscape. It tells of the success of Christianity with
many Māori: ‘God cut a clump of reddish clay /
breathed moist on it and made a man, / This truth fits
neatly with native knowledge: / they will take to
heart what Taylor teaches’. A memorable image
describes the arrival of Lampila: ‘…like a lash of
Catholic lightning / comes Father Lampila’. Bishop
Selwyn ‘wades the wild waters’. At his death, the
much-loved Taylor — Te Teira to Māori of
Whanganui — is ‘laid to rest in a sandy rise… the
stories he has told / still moving in the air’. This
poem is a creatively arranged, informative
springboard for readers who have not heard of these
European men.
“Summer” is a funky, narrative piece about a
wandering bard, his lifestyle, and surrounding
community. The sensual opening couplet references
Baxter’s commune: ‘You must’ve stunk, musky,
skunky hippie / walking up the road to Jerusalem’.
This poem reeks of 1970s bohemianism, and the
truism that good times, with no responsibilities,
cannot last forever. The poet drifts through
landscapes of easy-riders and children, including
Pakeha and Māori women: ‘Youth stretched in the
grass, / deep in Dickens …a Greek woman smiles /
under the road-sign at Athens… A girl writes the
marae names / in her curly script’. The observer
remembers: ‘You used to hold your arms / out,
cruciform… Guitar slung over your groin… The sun
has written / lyrics in your skin’, but maybe it’s time
to drop the pose: ‘It is Christmas. / Kate is waiting
for you. / And Mary has a cake in the oven’.

Beautrais’ “Flood” consists of monologues where
the characters (including a playground brontosaurus)
each say their piece. A ‘riverbank mum’, a ‘hill
country farmer’, ‘a valley dweller’, ‘road-clearing
volunteers’, and a ‘plateau lifestyler’, all tell it how it
is – what they’ve been through, and what it means.
There are chilling, final words of warning from the
flood (who speaks three times): ‘What seemed safe
isn’t, what you thought stood still / is fraught with
flux… You live astride two moving chunks of
crust… but strip it bare: / you must prepare. / I’ll be
the worst that you have ever known’.
The final section, The Moving Sand, consists of
shorter pieces, including snapshots of people’s lives
in a variety of time zones, alongside a number of
ecology statements. The opening poem “Geology”
tells us: ‘Sea nicked the gently tilted peneplain… The
lines of cliffs / were cut by waves… the moving sand
/ rolled in again… And all this time the wind blew…’
Forces – that we can only accept.
In “The Long Wait”, Kupe tells his fellow
migrants ‘to eat the wind’ instead of food. They face
an uncertain future, and the voice in the poems says:
‘To make the water safer, we gave it a name’. It’s
easy to imagine the scene unfolding.
“Constable” storyboards some wild colonial days
in a first-person account: ‘As we approached the
wharves I fired my gun / to tell them law and order
had arrived’. The constable is a stranger in town, and
seeks out the magistrate on a swampy landscape. He
offers thanks to God, when a ‘shabby man’ offers
shelter and food. This poem is like an old sepia photo
brought to life. Beautrais deftly constructs a history
of simple humanity.
Like a letter to local government, “Shifting Sand”
is a plea for people to think carefully, see the whole
picture, and be aware of the ‘long-term’ when
considering making changes to the environment. The
climate change ‘industry’ will not always get things
right and can waste a lot of money, and ‘when a
hundred-year flood becomes a fifty-year flood,
stopbanks / will fail’.
The classic Kiwi family holiday is the setting for
trouble in “Holiday Park”. The narrator remembers a
day when her father and, by extension, the family,
was involved in a couple of violent incidents:
‘…there were six guys, they tried to like stab him and
stuff. / We called the cops’. Beautrais is inclusive and
forthright in her depiction of New Zealand family
experiences: ‘I remember crying to Mum, ‘I’m too
young to not have a dad’, the narrator adds.
“Blood and sand” is a short, sinister piece about
revenge against a brutal Pakeha captain from a Māori
tribe during violent colonial days. The justification is
given here: ‘Joe Rowe… we saw his goods. / The
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moko on our people’s heads. / He heard us weep. He
stood and laughed. / He heard us beg for them. He
scoffed.’ Utu is soon delivered: ‘I touch the club
beneath my cloak. / I watch the veins rise in his neck.
/ I watch him take his last few breaths’.
In “Meat workers”, the old ‘chestnut’ of the
workers vs the bosses is under the spotlight. It’s a
hard life and there’s trouble at the meat works — a
classic Kiwi headline. The summary mantra about the
bosses’ agenda is repeated: ‘If they don’t break our
bones, they’ll break our will’. Despite the bosses
saying ‘there’s nothing doing with kicking shit
about’, the workers are out on the street, protesting:
‘They’ve stopped our pay, but they can’t stop our
feet’. The seed of Marxism lives on.

Honum’s work has appeared in The Paris Review,
Poetry, The Volta, and elsewhere. She is the recipient
of a Ruth Lilly Fellowship from the Poetry
Foundation and a Pushcart Prize.
Chloe holds a B.A. from Sarah Lawrence College,
an M.F.A. from the University of Arkansas, and a
Ph.D. from Texas Tech University. She is currently
an Assistant Professor of English in Creative Writing
at Baylor University.
Chloe Honum’s Then Winter is a chapbook
containing work from her entry in the 2016 Frost
Place Chapbook Competition.
The collection is small, as is traditional with

“The long wait II” is a continuation of the
aforementioned poem, a generation or so following
the arrival of Kupe. The Māori settlers have already
named the birds. A woman’s voice tells a story of
nervously running away with two men (‘named for
birds’) from legendary Māori, Hau: ‘Hau always had
to see his vengeance done. / I knew that he’d be wild
when I went south…’ They lie in the grass, waiting
for a river she knew ‘from stories’, to become calm
enough to cross. But, there is no escape: ‘His voice
was in the waves, their heavy thrum. / Somewhere
he’d find me, turn me into stone’. This type of
dramatic creation by Beautrais is deeply engaging
and she once again shakes the past free from old
acid-eaten documents, monotone photographs, and
what is in museums.
Beautrais is without question an inspired and
dedicated writer (her first book Secret Heart won
Best First Book of Poetry in the Montana Awards in
2007). Flow is a well-researched, highly informative,
and accessible body of work — a literary taonga for
the Whanganui River and region, and beyond. It
could also easily have the subtitle How to write
poems about history. Flow must also be a serious
contender for an award nomination. When you read
this book, you will not see this region the same way
again.

Then Winter. Chloe Honum
(Bull City Press, 2017)
ISBN 9781495157653. RRP US$12.
Reviewed by Barbara Bailey
Chloe Honum was raised in Auckland, New
Zealand. She is the author of numerous poetry
collections and is the recipient of many awards.
Tracy K. Smith selected her book, The TulipFlame (which I’d previously reviewed for NZ Poetry
Society in 2016), for the 2013 Cleveland State
University Poetry Centre’s First Book Prize.
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chapbooks, and focuses on a specific theme, another
chapbook characteristic.
Each perfect poem in Then Winter is steeped in
sadness and images etched within are crystal-clear.
Then Winter traces the poet’s experiences in an
outpatient programme of a psychiatric treatment
facility. Faced with losing herself in the silence,
Honum turns to the natural world observed through
the facility's windows. The everyday things she sees
mirror her experiences, and inspire.
The prose poem “Blossoms in the Psychiatric
Ward” (p.15), describes a group counselling session.
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Turning from the group participants, Honum
observes:

Kiwi
The fluorescent light in the group therapy room

Beyond the window, there’s a

is vetting

pause in the rain. Something shimmering and

me some terrible migration. I ask the counsellor

tear-streaked

to turn

begins to turn

it off. My native bird is flightless. It’s a cousin to

This poem has quiet moments, and a jarring
contrast to “Late Afternoon in the Psychiatric Ward”,
(p.11), where a fly becomes a metaphor for the
speaker’s deteriorating mental state.

the moa: a
brown hut of a bird. The boy with the twisted
body is talking
and dabbing sweat from his brow with a

Now a fly throws itself

handkerchief. The
down on the formica table

lights go off, and suddenly it’s late afternoon

and buzzes and spins

and cloudy. The

on its back, quickening

Vietnam vet says his violent father was the fire
chief, and

the poison. It resembles

that’s why no one believed his mother. He

a word scribbled out.

shakes his head

Won’t do, won’t do.

and blinks. My native bird is nocturnal. Though

With grief and loss as its central theme in
Honum’s previous poetry collection, The Tulip Tree,
similar tensions weave through this new collection.
It seems that the time spent in a psychiatric unit is
a result of earlier tragedies.
In Then Winter, direct statements are balanced
with descriptions of commonplace things.
In “April in the Berkshires” (p.5), she writes, ‘I
sob / and the wardrobe steps forward, / like a coffinmother/ at the back door, a coyote cross my vision on
a wave of snow.’
In this poem, Honum introduces a figure, perhaps
a lover, to whom she reaches out throughout the
chapbook: ‘you slid up behind me.’ This character
becomes a motif and links the poet’s voice to a safer
world, later on the outside world.
This collection is a portrait of a place and time,
with recurring characters and stories that shed light
into dark corners. Honum’s character portraits are
beautifully drawn. There is, for example, the Vietnam
veteran: ‘His torso is hard like an old-fashioned
suitcase / The psychiatrist has a face like / an old
dictionary’.
There are blocks of prose throughout this book
providing a contrast to formal poem formats. The
prose triggers an empathy with the writer’s situation.
Knowing Honum was raised in Glenfield,
Auckland, I find her poem “Kiwi” particularly
moving, springing from this cold environment with
its ‘fluorescent lights / smells of sweat and medicine /
day patients / overnighters / dead flies’.

it has lived
fifty million years, it and the sky have reached
an agreement.

This bittersweet collection is haunting, and
contained within are poems to cherish.

The Internet of Things. Kate Camp
(Wellington: Victoria University Press, 2017)
ISBN 9781776561063. RRP $25. Paperback. 62 pp.
Reviewed by Paula Harris
I heard Kate Camp talk about her creative process
during a lecture at Victoria University last year. Well,
she talked about the ‘creative process’ as much as
anyone can describe their creative process. But she
showed us some of the notebooks where she stores
receipts and tickets and random lines, so that on her
writing day (imagine having the willpower and
luxury of having an assigned writing day!), she can
turn the pages until she settles on something to play
with. It made me feel happy about my own notebook
of random lines (which doesn’t have any taped-in bits
of paper, because that would drive me crazy), and
that this is indeed A Thing People Do.
A Thing That Kate Camp Does, and rather
beautifully, is write down images that make you stop.
Stop so that you can read. Re-read. Let them slip
through the taste buds of your mouth, dancing around
each taste bud to see what flavour they might contain.
Stop so that your eyes can take in the shape of each
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letter, your pupils fill with the ink of each word, as
those words shimmy along your optical nerves
towards your brain.

poems. But instead the poems as a whole sit there,
unable to be fully tasted, because I don’t know how
to unlock the door to the pastry cabinet.

Kate’s latest collection, The Internet of Things,
contains many truly splendid and delectable images
— so splendid and delectable that you’ll find yourself
waking up whoever may be sleeping next to you, in
order to let them taste the images, too. I’d love to
write this whole review just as line after line of her
images. Instead, let me offer you these as some
amuse-bouche:

There are some people who truly deeply love,
even thrive on poems that are mysteries that require
you to go off, Indiana-Jones style, in search of the
key to understanding them. For them, a poem that
doesn’t require unpicking isn’t really a poem (I
know, I’ve had this conversation with such people). I
am not one of those people. Even repeatedly flicking
to the back of the book to read the notes didn’t leave
me any the wiser. I wanted to really like this book.
Sadly, I didn’t. You might like it, or even truly
deeply love it and the Indiana Jones adventures it
sends you on. For me, I don’t want crumbs of
goodness that leave me wondering what I’m missing
out on. I want the whole cake. This collection gave
me just one thin slice, even if that slice did taste
really good.

It was always going to be
that some parts of your life would swell
while others would only be shown their natural
size.
(“The Mercator projection”)
I don’t mean that unlovingly.
Just that I look surprisingly human
with my long face and my memories.
(“Civil twilight”)
when you travel to Mars
it’s so boring
you have to take heaps of Tabasco.
(“Life on Mars”)
The past is something that you only notice is
heavy
when you’re moving.
(“The biology of loneliness”)

In a few poems, every line is part of a larger,
beautiful image. “Lightning” hits so many moments
of tastiness that it leaves you hurt when you realise
the sourness of health issues. The first two sections of
“Advice for the person” have so much nutritional
goodness in the words that your blood flows better
(sadly, the third section was completely lost on me,
and clotted my blood).
For me, the tastiest morsel is “Flight”. I nodded. I
smiled. I laughed to myself. I tried to wake the body
next to me so that I could read it aloud, but the body
refused to wake and listen. It is the only poem in the
book that I wanted to read to someone else. You
should read it.
Sadly, “Flight” is indeed the only poem in the
collection that I want to read to someone else. For all
the truly beautiful images crafted in this book, Kate’s
poems left me, well, blank. It felt as if there’s a code
that I don’t know, and that maybe if someone told me
the key to unravelling it, I might understand the
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Regional Report
Windrift Haiku Group Workshop
19 Oct 2017
by Bevan Greenslade
Topics include a haiku on ‘Childhood’, plus a
haiku composed over afternoon tea (call them ‘splash
haiku’) on an undisclosed member’s childhood
photo, tabled face-down and selected blind by each
member, with responses and group comments below.
The submitted haiku
From Karen Butterworth:
night bus
the moon comes all the way
from Nana’s to home
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Applauded as clear: moon follows bus. One
suggestion for line two was to obvert, thus ‘all the
way, the moon’.
From Kerry Popplewell:

From Kerry Popplewell (on Penny):
porcelain perfect
her face unblemished
as the white pinafore

she prints the first entry

A neat oblique comment on the times long ago,
when photos were occasions for formal perfection…

in her ‘Birthday Book’
Teddy Bear

A suggestion that this haiku be shortened to
first entry
in her Birthday Book

The experiment of haiku-ing old photos quickly
was a challenge somewhat feared at first, but risen to
with some pleasure.

Members’ Poems

Teddy Bear

…was rejected by the poet, who was attached to
the word ‘prints’.

Back Then

From Penny Pruden:

The clink clink of quart bottles

first sunny day

Double Brown, not red

boys run and romp on the grass

wooden crates being put down

never knowing this is the day

on a mottled concrete pad

of their grandad’s funeral

tops flicking off

An enquiry: whether a haiku or a tanka; perhaps
better in five lines. Also, ‘run and romp’ could be
reduced to one or the other — ‘romp’ was preferred.
Finally, was ‘not’ preferable to ‘never’, since it was
about the (then) present and it was (and is)
impossible to say the boys would ‘never’ know.

a not yet drunken shout to drink drink.
The Northcote boys are here.
With the world at their feet
there’s no need to leave town.
The Doobie Brothers’ China Grove
Bachman Turner Overdrive

The ‘splash haiku’
From Harumi Hasegawa (on Nola):

Grand Funk Railroad

here is my best look

and may the rock gods forgive us

after both sisters

even Paul and his missus

have pulled my ears

back stories and soundtracks

The poet clarified that each sister wanted to play
with the boy who had had his ears pulled, hence their
prominence.
From Bevan Greenslade (on Harumi):
3 little girls in sepia

to the what-ifs and kisses
the donuts and near misses
in the hot rods we drove
when all the boys were long-haired and keen

smiling mouths

sitting in carports and garages

eyes a-questioning

Poet’s afterthought: line two — ‘mouths smiling’,
to balance with line three.
From Penny Pruden (on Kerry):

leaking days better seen
with real girls parked on real laps
not laptops
for all the world to see

sheltered garden

except the parents who’d left town for the

this garden is big enough

weekend

for a real horse

Could line two avoid line one repetition of
‘garden’ by excision of ‘this garden is’?

leaving the neighbours to call the cops
for all the world’s a school party at 17.
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Two Sides of a Greeting Card

Child, in Chair, Gazing
for Riria

Side A: Standing Tall
We want to work.
By the end of ’56, tings were bad in the

It’s not just your red shoes

construction industry.

with their black soles,

We met for a pint on Haddington Street. We said

your pretty tulle skirt,

we’ll go the following Monday to the labour

gold embossed stars;

exchange

your little white top

on Werburgh Street and hold a public meeting,

with airy cap sleeves

and see if there’s any response of the people.

so suitable for a warm

Unemployment had reached 80,000 …

Christmas Day. Reindeer

So anyway, we met outside the labour

head and antlers, sequinned

exchange.

in red. Or your white wide-

There was this hash house just beside …

brimmed hat (how come,

roughish place but it’s good.

that at two years, you didn’t

You got a dinner for a shilling. Good dinner.

throw it away), a halo surrounding

There was this fella named Paddy [unclear] … he

your dark curls, brown eyes.

owned the hash house.
It might be your serious

So we borrowed the chair from him.

contemplative, kaumatua-like gaze,

Side B: A Message Home

that fixes in our minds

I’m sitting on the couch. All is quiet.

the child’s wicker chair;

We have just had the nurse here.

an antique sitting in Uncle’s house.

The request for hospice has been made

No great exertion to climb into

formally.

and there sitting so still, hardly

The sun shines. The buttercups and daisies

aware of us all. Even when

lean into the cold breeze.

the other children ran in

Dad is off in search of pills and pork chops.

and out of the room you’d

I miss you my darling husband. I wish you were

found your exact spot, you

here

didn’t nod off, nor did you

so I could cry and be held by you.

alter your gaze for such

I miss our mornings so much.

a long time for one so young.

Mam is weaker today.
Sitting minus cushions

It cannot be long.

—Brett Reid
Acknowledgements
Side A: Inspired by the greeting card Standing
Tall (Unemployment March, Dublin, 1957), designed
and published by Kelly Cards. The words are Sam
Nolan’s of the Unemployed Protest Committee of the
time. Sam is being interviewed by Mick O’Reilly.
View the video at

never bothered you, nor
did it call for adjustments
once you’d settled there;
Christmas Day portrait
of child in a chair.

www.irishleftreview.org/2010/10/29/sam-nolan-80short-documentary
Side B: From Helen O’Shaughnessy, in Ireland, to
her husband in New Zealand.
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— Benita H. Kape

The Waiting Room chair

History Class

Armrests etched with finger-nailed fear,

fifteen-years-old

“Helpful” pamphlets displayed here and there,

sitting four seats along

How much longer will she persevere?

in the third row

Scents of shame seep from the seat,

between Betsy and Jill

Discarded polystyrene cups by her feet,

in history class

Sits away from the window,

my white shirt crisply-ironed

(is discreet)

my unruly hair

As soon as she leaves, crosses the street.

trimmed to tidiness

The Waiting Room chair;
Worn and frayed, in need of repair,

I am attentive to my teacher’s voice

Doused with anxiety, reeking of beer,

lecturing New Zealand history

And most uncomfortable for her rear.

stern, knowledgeable, articulate

Pushed up against the walls of the room,

today’s topic

Permeating residual miseries and doom,

a timeline of New Zealand Prime Ministers

She sits inside another addicts’ perfume,

faces to names

We’re all sick or broken, this seat would

policy to purpose

presume.

— Tarns Hood

today I am living it
New Zealand politics
spectator to the Kingmaker’s moves

Upholstery

a fancy step

It’s puke-yellow.
Or is it sick-green?
Either way, the shadow it casts

breaking news creases my brow

Slashes the ground in half.

conversations with my friend

It’s a chair that desperately needs a female hand.

wearing specs and hearing aids

One that wields mallet and

she coolly advises me

Pin. It needs flowers blooming

what may or may not happen

At its seat.
Ass-flowers to disappear under voluminous

confidential negotiations underway

Skirts and skinny-butt jeans.

as I set about my daily grind

The marks of life are covered.

topics that heat up the room

And we embrace the hidden facts.

housing and health

We turn the legs so that the darkness

education too

Cuts the world into pieces.
Before and After.

who will our new leader be?

When flowers were the world’s laughter

what exactly is MMP?

And they never died.

yes, I am living it

While later in the day all that is left

and still she stands

Are the dried-heads that curl

at the front of the classroom

up like crying babies’ faces.

a roguish grin
my history teacher

— Stella Carruthers
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Blooming Sweet

full of it
swaying my body

I’m waiting for a young man

to the music’s rhythms

with a gorgeous voice

remembering how it feels to love a man

to take my call

remembering the hollow

as I’m wanting to ask

when it fizzles into nothing

how to use my smartphone

but love is there

dragging my granny self

within my reach

kicking and screaming

blooming sweetly as a blossom of spring

one step further into the modern world

love looks different with age

James Blunt is playing his love-song

but anything feels possible

and suddenly I am young again

when the music plays

—Anne Curran

On turning back
Cnut waxes down his surfboard
frangipani comes in light waves
drifts through the garage door and when he stands to turn
today’s forecast drop in pressure is forgotten
across the road he hears the sea
the waves turn over in his mind
the oystercatchers shuffling in the wind are of one mind
eyeing him over the wet sand and across the seaboard
he gives his ankles to the sea
all else taken by it in waves
in that always startled moment all forgotten
grey tumult swallows his gravity in its turn
beyond the breakers they wait their turn
each trying to read the sea’s dark mind
all besides its restless breath forgotten
pawns lined across the ocean’s chequered board
eased up and down on swollen waves
waiting to move upon the sea
he sees the cliffs leaning over the sea
against a future that will not catch them as they turn
fall and break back against the waves
sea and land in conflict before any mind
could comprehend the process and will be after we’re shrugged overboard
ourselves and even our passing is forgotten
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what other certainties are forgotten
he wonders as roaring louder the sea
picks him up with its steely tongue the board
drops away and he pops up leaning into a turn
to stay in the surge feet shift weight this moment his mind
must balance with this one and this to escape the waves
dark now floating in silences between sudden waves
which rear from black unravelling passing thoughts forgotten
though he’s still trying to catch something bring it to mind
from the darkness but can’t get it back when sea
sky land body are indistinguishable turn
to one he waits for the sand to reach for his board
by mid-morning the waves have flattened the sea
shifted patterns old rhythms forgotten in the turn
of time and nevermind he thinks carrying his board evaporating into the day

—David Taylor
The bear and the bear and the bear and the honey haibun
The first bear is not the biggest but he is always first. The second bear is the biggest but she is never first.
The smallest bear is neither here nor there.
The bears can’t bear to walk alone. There’s always another bear there although they barely notice and don’t
converse, saving their breath for breakfast in case the porridge is too hot and needs to be blown over. The
second bear should have the biggest chair because she is the biggest bear, but she lets it slide, it’s not
worth an argument, and if it makes him feel good, well, why not?
The first bear takes the biggest chair as if by right and never thinks of how the second bear might be more
comfortable in it. He takes the biggest bed for the same reason. He’s not very aware of the needs of others.
The smallest bear knows he’ll grow up to be the first bear one day when the chair fits. He wonders where a
second bear will come from, for him. Maybe this little girl will grow hair, and bigger teeth and toenails. He’s
happy to share his chair, his breakfast and his bed. Or maybe he can shave, and leave with her when she’s
finished breaking and entering. They can live the life of outlaws on the edge. He hopes he won’t have to
take drugs and listen to awful music. Though he quite fancies himself as a rapper, and gets on down
whenever he can. He starts to call her ‘Honey’.
after morning walks
an adventure coming home
nothing stays the same

— Mercedes Webb-Pullman
(previously Silver Birch Press, 2014)
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Events & Opportunities

Instagram Winner

2018 New Zealand Festival
Lloyd Jones, Annabel Langbein and Hera Lindsay
Bird join international lineup. This eclectic mix of
talented New Zealanders and many more will join
international luminaries such as A C Grayling, Cory
Doctorow, Patricia Lockwood, Jeet Thayil and Teju
Cole when Writers & Readers returns to Wellington
in March as part of the 2018 New Zealand Festival.
www.festival.co.nz
8 March: Opening Night: Women Changing the
World.
9 March: Call Me Royal. New Zealand Poet
Laureate Selina Tusitala Marsh and fellow poets
present an evening of poetry at the National Library
of New Zealand.
11 March: Poetry International. Seraph Press
Book Launch: Tātai Whetū, with readings from some
of the featured poets.
Cruel Trick

Fourth Annual Best Hooked on Haiku™

Mother, you gave me everything:
life, love and all the landmarks
of my moral landscape.

Enter your haiku in the Fourth Annual Best
Hooked on Haiku™ Contest now — details at
www.hookedonhaiku.net. You may order the
previous Annuals there, too, in paperback or eBook.

But I stand here with no talisman
to ward off your unseen adversaries.
You know what I know:
that your memory is failing,
chipped away by turns, small and fragmentary.
I cannot “make it better” by kissing away
your suffering as you once did mine.
Like some Mongol Khan in the ebb of his empire,
confusion has crept under your tent-flap
and you wake to find its clammy hands
around your throat.
The assassin should snuff the full flame quickly,
not this cruel trick

New Zealand Haiku Anthology
Submissions
The fourth New Zealand Haiku Anthology is
forthcoming this year, edited by Margaret Beverland
and Sandra Simpson.
New Zealand residents may submit up to 10
haiku/senryu that have been published since 2008,
including publication details.
Submissions of fewer than 10 haiku are also
welcome. Deadline 30 April 2018. The editors
require that only one submission be made.
Email submissions and/or queries to the editors:
haithologynz@gmail.com

of letting your dignity gutter
while waiting for a merciful draught.

—Andrew M. Bell
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For new opportunities, join us on Facebook at
NewZealandPoetrySociety For regular events, visit
poetrysociety.org.nz/events/regular-nz-poetry-events.
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2017 ANTHOLOGY ORDER FORM
after the cyclone
Please send this completed form and
payment to Anthology, NZPS, PO Box 5283,
Wellington, 6140. Please make cheques
payable to New Zealand Poetry Society.
• For overseas orders, we accept these
foreign currencies (cash only): $AUS, $US,
$CA, €, £
• All figures below are in NZ dollars. Check
www.xe.com for current exchange rate.
• We also accept PayPal payments at
poetrysociety.org.nz/nzps-anthology

NZ$
per copy

No. of
copies

Retail Rate
1 to 2 copies
(Trade: deduct 40%.
P&p incl. in price)

Total

25

30

Rest of World Rate
incl. p&p
1 to 2 copies

33

NAME:
____________________________________
____________________________________
POSTAL ADDRESS:
____________________________________
____________________________________
POST CODE: ________________________

TELEPHONE NUMBER(S):
____________________________________
____________________________________
SUBSCRIPTION OPTIONS
Please make cheques payable to The New
Zealand Poetry Society Inc. and post to:
Membership, NZPS, PO Box 5283, Wellington
6140; or pay electronically:
ANZ: 06-0501-0823371-10
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Australia Rate
incl. p&p
1 to 2 copies

(Your membership will run for one year from
the date of payment.)

E-MAIL ADDRESS:
____________________________________

Free delivery within NZ, for up to 2 copies
Contributor / NZPS
Member Rate
(for poets in anthology)
1 to 2 copies

New Zealand Poetry Society Subscription
Renewal

Please use both your name and the word
membership as reference.
□ Basic membership: magazine emailed to
you quarterly – $30
□ Student membership - magazine emailed to
you quarterly – $15

Totals

NAME: _____________________________________

□ Joint membership (two members at same
physical address, different email addresses) –
$45

POST CODE: _______________________________

□ Postal sub (basic membership, plus a
printed copy of the magazine mailed, within
New Zealand only) – $60

E-MAIL ADDRESS:
___________________________________________

□ Schools / Libraries (1 copy of the magazine
mailed) – $60

POSTAL ADDRESS:
___________________________________________

TELEPHONE NUMBER(S): ____________________
NZPS does not sell or otherwise distribute your personal
information. We will only contact you if there is a question
about your order or for membership purposes.
www.poetrysociety.org.nz
info@poetrysociety.org.nz

□ Groups – see definition at
poetrysociety.org.nz/members/joining-thenzps/
Do you require a receipt?

YES / NO
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